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Outline:
- ELI-NP
- Time structure of the beam + Beam Bandwidth
- The observables to measure + Energy resolution of detectors
- ELI-GANT-GN and ELI-GANT-TN
- Physics Cases for ELI-GANT-GN
- γ and neutron decay of PDR and IVGDR
- two step decay of PDR and IVGDR (γ, n γ’) or (γ,γ’ γ’’ )
-Conclusions
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GBS beam (γ above neutron threshold)
GBS time Structure
ELI-NP Beam

31*16 = 496 ns

2 105 γ/microshot -> BW 0.5% sigma
5 104 γ/microshot -> BW 0.3% sigma

16 ns

6 108 γ/s -> BW 0.5% sigma
∼ 1 108 γ/s -> BW 0.3% sigma
It is very different from Hiγs and NewSubaru
- Narrow spaced γ micro-bursts
- Widely spaced γ macro-bursts

10 ms

10 ms

If a detector CAN distinguish between events separated of 16 ns
- Maximum detector count rate 3.2 KHz
If a detector CANNOT distinguish between events separated of 16 ns
- Maximum count rate 0.1 KHz (efficiency decreases of a factor of 32)
See poster of E. Açıksöz

GBS beam (γ above neutron threshold)
The GBS beam on a target will produce mainly:
- neutrons
- γ rays
- background (γ rays, electrons, positrons, .. )
The photo-nuclear reactions will mainly populate
- the Pygmy Dipole Resonance (PDR)
- the Iso-Vector Giant Dipole Resonance (IVGDR or simply GDR).
In general no nuclear discrete states are expected to be populated.
The beam energy bandwidth will characterize the detector response.
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GBS beam (γ above neutron threshold)
• Time structure of ELI-NP requires fast detectors
• GBS bandwidth does not requires high energy resolution
- if the GBS energy is above the neutron threshold
• Nuclear reactions with GBS with energy above neutron threshold will mainly produce
- neutrons
- γ rays
• No need to place detectors in vacuum

Fast scintillators in air are, in this case, the optimal choice

Gamma rays
LaBr3:Ce or CeBr3

Fast (En>1 MeV) neutrons
BC501A

‘Slow’ (En<1 MeV) neutrons
Lithium Glass
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ELIGANT-TN and ELIGANT-GN
P-process
and
New
Compilation
of (γ,n) cross
sections

GDR
PDR

High-efficiency 4π neutron detector
Flat-efficiency 4π neutron detector
(ELIGANT-TN)
See talk of M. Krzysiek
See talk of I. Gheorghe

Array of LaBr3:Ce,
CeBr3, Liquid,
and Li glass
scintillation detectors
(ELIGANT-GN)

ELIGANT-GN
34 3”x3” fast scintillators
- 17 LaBr3:Ce + 17 CeBr3
33 BC501A liquid scintillators
29 Lithium Glass scintillators

For 9 MeV γ-rays an
absolute full energy peak
efficiency of ~ 0.8 % is
expected

For 3 MeV neutrons an
absolute detection
efficiency of ~ 3 % is
expected

See poster of E. Açıksöz
M. Krzysiek et al submitted to NIMA

PHYSICS CASES

GDR-PDR SCAN

GBS energy can be choosen and varied
Tamii et al PRL-107(2011)062502

PHYSICS CASES
Tamii et al PRL-107(2011)062502

GBS

- E(GBS) = E (measured gamma)
- E(GBS) = E1(measured) + E2(measured)
Background ?
• beam uncorrelated background
- if detectors are ‘fast’ it should be negligible
γ
• beam correlated background
- Compton and pair production of GBS on target
- It is forward focused
Excitation
- it is extremely intense
-It depends on beam intensity
-It depends on target thickness
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PHYSICS CASES - Example –
GBS beam (9 MeV) on a 208Pb target
- Direct γ decay
- Direct n decay
- Two step γ decay
- Two step n-γ decay

Signal and Beam correlated background
IVGDR direct ground state decay
• Detectors in forward positions see too much background
• One Detector in backward positions has ∼ 13% probability to see radiation from background
Blue -> background
Green -> GDR γ-decay
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Electrons,
positrons and γrays produce the
high energy
background.

The detectors in
backward
positions do not
see background
near beam
energy

1 Minute of ELI beam
104 γ-rays/microshot
0.1 g/cm2 Pb target
Array of LaBr3:Ce detectors
Backward Position
GDR/PDR
Ground state
decay

Signal and Beam correlated background
IVGDR two step γ decay
Simulation: 109 γ-rays of 9 MeV on a 0.1 g/cm2 Pb target
-Background and IVGDR decay Events Mγ = 2 selected
Sum energy spectrum

Events Mγ = 2 selected

Events Mγ = 2 selected
Condition: Egamma1 + Egamma2 = EGBS

M. Krzysiek et al submitted to NIMA

IVGDR neutron decay to the ground state
- 1 GBS shot instead of 32 shots Simulated TOF spectra in BC501A
Fold =1 in BC501A requests

IVGDR neutron + γ decay
- 1 GBS shot instead of 32 shots -

Simulated TOF spectra in BC501A
Blue spectra - Fold = 1 in BC501A + Fold = 1 in LaBr3:Ce+CeBr3 detectors
M. Krzysiek et al submitted to NIMA

PHYSICS CASES - Example –
GBS beam on a 208Pb target
- Target thickness 0.1 g/cm2
- GBS energy => 9 MeV
- Intensity of GBS 3 107 γ/s or 106 γ/s
- Bandwidth 0.3 %
- ELIGANT – GN
- Direct γ decay of IVGDR
- Two step γ decay of IVGDR
- Direct n decay of IVGDR
- Two step n-γ decay of IVGDR

2 hours of beam time
2 days of beam time
1 hour of beam time
1 day of beam time

In some cases one need to scan using sevaral GBS energies
M. Krzysiek et al submitted to NIMA

Conclusions:
- Beam time structure characterize detector array
- Strong beam correlated background

- Two detector arrays have been designed
- ELI-GANT-TN and ELI-GANT-GN
- See poster of Esra Açıksöz

- Physics Cases
- Measurement of γ and neutron decay of PDR and IVGDR in 208Pb
- There are other physics cases

- What about PDR on Ni, Sn, Zr, .. ?
- P-process nucleo-synthesis (for ELIGANT-TN)
- Compilation of photo-neutron cross sections (for ELIGANT-TN)
- see talk of M. Krzysiek
- see talk of I. Gheorghe
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